Abstract -Ad-hoc wireless network technologies like ZigBee and 802.15.4 have been used in a variety of domains including home automation. With current developments in cross-protocol integration, sensor fusion and lower costs, these technologies also lend themselves naturally to other consumer applications. One emerging area of such consumer applications is pervasive and learning games. With the realization that children are not getting enough exercise, parents and teachers are interested in their children engaging in higher levels of physical activity. Pervasive and tangible learning games superimpose networking and sensor technologies on familiar outdoor game formats to create games that make children engage in physical activity in addition to learning. This paper presents the design and development of an open-source toolkit and the associated middleware that allow developers to build a variety of pervasive learning games using ZigBee and 802.15.4. Various sample learning games constructed by using this toolkit are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Zigbee and IEEE 802.15.4 have traditionally been used in a variety of application areas including consumer electronic devices, energy management, commercial building automation, industrial plants, and in home automation [1] . ZigBee has often also been used in conjunction with other standards. For example, [2] developed an active Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system using a multi-hop ZigBee network as the backbone. Middleware to bridge different protocols is often used to facilitate use of ZigBee with other networking standards. In addition, [3] have a developed a hybrid wired-wireless system that utilizes ZigBee for the wireless functionality and seamlessly integrates network services using a middleware. Similarly, [4] have proposed another system that integrates a General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) data collection node with a host of ZigBee devices connected to sensors to detect flooding. In addition to being used in hybrid networking environments, there is an increasing trend towards using ZigBee in personal area networks or wearable devices. For example, [5] describe a ZigBee-based wearable system that collects various physiological parameters like heartbeat etc. to detect events like falling, and to report these in a smart home environment. Similarly, [6] proposed a system that uses a 3-axis accelerometer to detect the posture of a wheelchair user, and to transmit this information using the ZigBee network. Authors in [7] described a wearable ZigBee based system that uses optical fiber curvature to detect the change in joint angles. In another example, [8] show an application that uses Bluetooth, ZigBee and RS232 in unison to collect physiological data; this data is sent to the cloud using a mobile phone. Finally, [9] proposed a localization system for ZigBee networks that is able to localize assets within a range of 2 meters.
The use of hybrid wired and wireless networks, an ability of incorporation into wearable devices and clothing, the low-power consumption, integration with physiological and physical sensors, and a possibility of position localization make ZigBee an ideal candidate for building consumer devices that implement a new class of learning games called pervasive and tangible learning games. These games are typically modeled after playground games like Tag etc. and superimpose technology and wireless and wired networking to gain learning effects. This paper presents a toolkit that makes it easier to develop this class of learning games that employ off-theshelf ZigBee hardware for wireless communications. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section presents a brief introduction to pervasive learning games. This is followed by a description of the architecture of the open-source toolkit. The following section presents a number of case studies where the toolkit has been used to implement pervasive learning games. The paper ends with a conclusion.
II. PERVASIVE LEARNING GAMES
Game design and game-based learning has been extensively explored [10] , and studies show that gamebased learning tends to improve student engagement and motivation [11] [12] . With the realization that children today spend a significant amount of time in front of computers and television, and do not get enough exercise, there is an emergence of learning games where children engage in physical activity by interacting with their environment while learning [13] . For example, [14] describe a pervasive game where children learn medieval history by walking around a town and using their mobile phones. Similarly, [15] describe a pervasive game for 7-11 year old children where small microcontrollers are embedded in children's play environments. In addition to enabling the game environment by using technology, pervasive games also use physiological features of children as a part of the game. For example, [16] implemented a game that uses a small device measuring children's heart beat and broadcasts it to other children to play an enhanced version of the tag game. Authors in [17] have also used technology-augmented tangible objects to explore open-ended play in young children. Finally, [18] have proposed a pervasive version of the hide-and-seek game to teach mathematics to children. Fig. 1 shows a prototypical example a pervasive learning game incorporating tangible and wearable components. As Fig. 1 shows, the example learning game is played in a museum where children are required to run around the museum and to identify and answer questions about various art objects. Each student wears a ZigBee endnode device interfaced to a small microcontroller. Similarly, art objects like paintings or sculptures may also have ZigBee end-devices attached to them. Children and other items may also be interfaced to sensors. For example, an RFID reader may be available at each art object. Each child has a unique RFID tag sewn into their shirt and they may swipe the RFID tag against the reader to indicate that they have found the art object. The children may also be asked to carry other tangible devices that themselves include ZigBee end-nodes. For example, the tangible device may have a MP3 player that plays music from a specific time period and the child is required to find an art object from that period. After finding the appropriate art object, the child may leave the tangible device there for the next team member for a subsequent stage of the game.
In summary, pervasive learning games required a tight integration of sensors and various types of ZigBee nodes in addition to potentially complex game-logic.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE TOOLKIT
The conceptual architecture for building pervasive learning games is shown in Fig. 2 . As the Figure shows, there are two primary components; the Learning Game Server (LGS) and various types of client nodes like the Player node or the Tangible item nodes.
A. The Learning Game Server (LGS)
The LGS is divided into three distinct modules; the learning game logic engine (LGE), proxy objects for the various actors in the game, and the Middleware. Use of proxies with ZigBee for interface purposes is not new. For example, [19] have proposed a scheme of using Zigbee proxies to connect with the OSGI home automation networks.
In the proposed architecture shown in Fig. 2, LGE is responsible for implementing the gaming logic. For example, if the game consists of finding the paintings from a particular period, the GLE will have a database of paintings from that period available in the museum. In addition, the game logic may include scoring rules and names and teams of the students participating.
The second components of LGS are software proxy objects that encapsulate the behavior and communication for each of the physical actors including players and other tangible items participating in the game. For example, if ten paintings are included in the game, then there would be one proxy object for each painting. In addition, one proxy object is created for each student participating in the game. The purpose of the proxy objects to hide details of the ZigBee protocol from the developer. The GLE simply sends and receives messages from these proxy objects to enact the game. For example, in the beginning of each game cycle, the game engine may send the GAME_RESET message to each of the proxy objects indicating that a new game is starting. In doing so, the game engine is not concerned about the mechanics of how the message is delivered to each player or to items in the physical world.
Finally, the third component of the learning game server is the Middleware which is responsible for providing all the services required to transmit and receive the various messages from proxy objects, and to establish a bi-directional communication between the proxy objects and the physical nodes through the ZigBee network. 
B. Client Nodes
Client nodes are game players or tangible objects that participate in the learning game. As Fig. 2 shows, the game server is physical connected to one ZigBee radio node (ZR) on the ZigBee network which typically acts as the Coordinator to route messages to and from the game server. As Fig. 2 also shows, each game player or tangible item has an attached microcontroller which is also connected to a ZigBee node (typically an end-device). Depending on the application, each microcontroller may read various sensors, and act on actuators like turning LED's on and off, for example.
In addition to communicating through the ZigBee node, the microcontroller also implements the game logic on the client side. For example, a painting may send a message to the game application indicating that a child with a particular RFID tag has just swiped their tag indicating that the child has found the painting. Like the LGS, the microcontroller communicates through sending and receiving messages using a natively compiled library provided with the framework.
C. Proxy Objects and Messaging Architecture
Fig . 3 shows the detailed structure of software proxy objects within the LGS. In addition to domain information about the object itself like name and various attributes (e.g., name of the painting and its creator), each proxy objects receives APP_MSGes from the GLE. APP_MSG are domain specific messages for each type of game which are specified by developer. For example, START_GAME and END_GAME are the two simplest messages that must be implemented. As Fig. 3 shows, the incoming messages are queued by each proxy object and transformed into ZB_MSGes to be sent over to the ZigBee network. The ZB_MSG is an abstraction of a particular protocol implemented by a specific hardware/firmware implementation of the ZigBee chipset being used to establish the ZigBee network. Fig. 4 . shows this mapping for one specific ZigBee chipset. As Fig. 4 shows, the Payload field of a ZB_MSG contains an APP_MSG which consists of a start code followed by COMMAND_ID. COMMAND_ID is defined by the developer and represents a message in the learning domain. For example, START_GAME is one COMMAND_ID. COMMAND_ID is followed by a 16 bit unique transaction ID which is used to uniquely identify acknowledgement indicating that a particular message has been received by the intended recipient. This filed is followed by the Payload length that can contain any arbitrary application specific data. The ZB_MSG ends with its own checksum.
The Middleware module shown in Fig. 2 asynchronously constructs ZB-MSG messages from the incoming byte stream and also assembles and sends ZB_MSG messages to the output stream to the ZigBee network. Like the outgoing messages, incoming ZB_MSGes from the ZigBee network are forwarded to each proxy object based on their unique address by the Middleware. Upon receiving the ZB_MSG intended for it, as Fig. 3 shows, the Dispatcher module within the proxy object converts the message into an APP_MSG and queues the message into an appropriate command queue defined by COMMAND_IDS. Each developer can specify a set of COMMAND_IDs for their game. For example, all GAME_STOPPED messages are automatically queued into its own queue. All these queues are made available to the LGE either through polling, or by installing callback functions that are automatically triggered when a message arrives in a particular queue. This functionality frees up the developer from worrying about the communication issues and to focus on game logic as dictated by the various commands sent or received.
A reference implementation of the middleware has been implemented using the Microsoft .NET platform. The libraries thus built are thread-safe and special care has been taken to ensure that no native-only .NET APIs has been used to ensure portability to alternative platforms like Java. In addition, the platform only uses generically available coordination primitive like threads and semaphores. Fig. 5 shows the primary structure of how the processing is done on each client node. The grayed out blocks are provided through a natively compiled library for each microcontroller. The developer modifies that primary command interpreter loop that consists of checking for inputs and outputs and other housekeeping work followed by a command dispatch depending on messages received. Since most small microcontrollers being used for wearable and tangible devices do not support multi-threading, a single main loop is used for all processing. As Fig. 5 shows, The ZB_MSG Receiver extracts any IEEE 802.15.14 packets received on the ZigBee radio and constructs a ZB_MSG. As mentioned earlier, this module does not assume the presence of multi-threading in the embedded operating system and hence is designed to be non-blocking. The ZB_MSG is forwarded to the Dispatcher. The APP_MSG is then made available on a queue for the Command Interpreter loop. The developer uses appropriate APIs to retrieve each APP_MSG and to take actions depending on the message received. The command loop can also send APP_MSGes using the provided API. As Fig. 5 shows, each APP_MSG is forwarded to the APP_MSG sender that converts the message a ZB_MSG which is forwarded to the ZB_MSG sender that in turns converts it into an IEEE 802.15.14 packet for the ZigBee network.
D. Client Side Processing
The client-side libraries have been implemented in the C language. Special care has been taken to only use native C programming constructs in embedded implementations to ensure portability to most microcontrollers without requiring additional software libraries.
IV. EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATIONS
The toolkit and middleware described in this paper were evaluated by using it to re-implement a variety of pervasive games including those originally built using Prê te-à -apprendre+ [20] .
Prê te-à -apprendre+ is a wearable ubiquitous platform designed for building pervasive tag learning games. In a learning tag game, children are given a topic to learn and based on the topic, they prepare three questions. Each child then wears a tagshirt with their own questions on their shirt. As Fig. 6 shows, these three questions can be printed and stuffed into the three pockets shown in front of the shirt. An LED arrow is available next to each question indicating that the question has been remotely selected. As Fig. 6 shows, the shirt has two microcontrollers where one microcontroller communicates with the ZigBee radio module. The shirt also has a 3-axis accelerometer to detect movement. In addition, the shirt has a number of outputs including a buzzer and various other LEDs. The buzzer and the accelerometer are controlled by one microcontroller while the second microcontroller controls the LED's. The two microcontrollers are configured in a master-slave fashion through the I2C bus. Children play a game of tag using these shirts; the game starts by two children standing in front of each other. The game engine randomly selects a child and a question on that child's shirt and turns on the LED arrow next to their question by using the ZigBee network. Lighting up of an arrow on a shirt is a signal for the other child that the child with that lit shirt is the 'it' in the tag game. To use the toolkit, it was assumed that there were two types of proxy objects in these games; a PAD and a SHIRT. Table I shows the APP_MSG structure (command ID's) for the SHIRT object. As Table 1 shows, for example, upon receiving QUESTION_CLEAR message, all the questions are cleared on the SHIRT node. The command structure for the PAD object was almost identical to that of the SHIRT object with some slight modifications. For example, the ROUND_RESULT_GET command, rather than returning just the question and its answer, also returned the code entered by the team that answered the question as shown in Fig. 7 .
In addition to the command structures, call-backs were defined for each of the messages. For example, a QUESTION_SELECT_CALL_BACK function waited for an ACK message from the SHIRT object to ensure that the question had been selected on the shirt before proceeding on to the next stage of the game.
After the message structures were defined, the game server and the front-end were implemented using the supplied Middleware with Visual Basic .NET. The embedded code used the client-side C libraries to implement the required functionality on each of the client nodes; SHIRT and PAD. Fig. 8 shows the first stage of the game where the students, teams and the questions for each student are entered. Fig. 9 shows the second stage of the game where a teacher or a parent can review the questions for each child. Fig. 10 shows that once the questions are finalized, the parent or the teacher can print the questions in a large font so that the labels can be printed and stuffed in front of the shirts of each of the respective children playing the tag game; each shirt has three questions on it. Fig. 11 shows a screenshot of how a teacher or a parent can select a question on any one of the children's shirts. Once a question is selected, the system, based on the unique ID of the ZigBee node on the child's shirt (e.g., 00-13-A2-00-40-38-C9-91 in Fig. 11 ) as specified in the corresponding proxy object sends a message QUESTION_SELECT to the specific shirt to start the game and make the children wearing the shirt, the 'it.' The shirt receiving the message responds by lighting up the arrow LEDs. This starts a game-cycle where children in the other team chase and try to tag the child who has become the 'it' by their question lighting up. When a child tags the 'it' child, a message is sent from the shirt to indicate that the round has ended with the corresponding answer. It is up to the game engine to now determine whether the question was answered correctly or not. The result is also stored locally on the microcontroller and the game engine can query that result by using the ROUND_RESULT_GET message. At this point, the game engine also sends a ROUND_END message to all shirts to indicate that a round has ended. Figure 13 . Turtle arithmetic addition game using ZigBee enabled node where children need to find the next number in the projected sequence by using the turtle or add or subtract two numbers given in the grid and indicate the sum or difference by using the turtle. Fig. 13 shows an example of another pervasive game where the children learning number sequencing and addition are asked to use a ZigBee-enabled 'turtle' to select the right sequence of numbers or to indicate the sum or difference of two numbers shown on a projected grid of numbers. The game logic runs on a laptop that is connected to an overhead projector to project the number grid. Behind each cell on the grid is a unique RFID tag, and an RFID reader embedded in the turtle reads the tag as child makes a selection of the answer. The answer thus selected is transmitted to the game server using ZigBee via an appropriate message.
In addition to the APP_MSGes defined earlier, this game had simple messages like SELECTED_CELL where the PayLoad of the message indicates the cell number indicating which cell of the grid was selected by the child. In this game, the basketball hoop is instrumented with a ZigBee wireless node and each ball contains a unique RFID tag. When a child throws a ball through the hoop, the RFID reader detects the unique RFID identifier of the ball and sends an appropriate message to the game server. Several different games are supported by the game engine. For example, two children throw one ball each through the hoop to make up an addition problem and a third child throws a third ball indicating the correct sum or subtraction result. The APP_MSGes for this game consist of BALL_IN_HOOP with the PayLoad including the 10 digit RFID number of the RFID tag in the ball. The setup and the game logic engine contain a map of the RFID tag numbers to actual numbers written on each ball.
Finally, Fig. 15 shows an example of a learning game that combines a ZigBee-enabled wearable shirt with a game of 'jacks.' In this game, the child is wearing a shirt that receives a question from a teacher using the ZigBee wireless network; the question is displayed on a rolling LED badge on their shirt. The child has a limited amount of time to take some stones with embedded RFID tags, throw them up like the game of jacks and pick the stone with the right answer (true or false). Upon doing so, the child now has to throw the right stone into a jar that contains an RFID tag reader which reads the tag and sends the answer back to the system. An interesting twist in the game is that the jar is actually held by another child who is running away from the first child; the first child has to catch them and then throw their stone into the jar. In this case, shirt and the jar have different messages. Example APP_MSGes for the jar include RFID_DETECTED (the command) where the Payload is the actual 10 digit RFID code. Similarly, for the shirt, one message sent to the shirt is the actual question, QUESTION where the payload is the text of the actual question to be displayed on the LED rolling badge on the sleeve. This paper has presented a light-weight messaging architecture and a toolkit for developing a host of pervasive games that use ZigBee. The toolkit hides the complexities of dealing with the low-level networking protocol, or a vendor-specific variation of the protocol by providing software proxy objects to the developer who can write their game logic by sending and receiving domain-specific messages to software proxy objects. The toolkit has been used to successfully implement a variety of pervasive and tangible learning games. One current limitation of the toolkit is that it uses a .NET framework making it unsuitable for Linux or Android devices. An effort is underway to port the Middleware to Java and Android which will enable developers to build applications that can use the mobile phones or the tablets as the game server and hence increasing the portability of such learning games.
